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Abstract: 

Most of the elders have a couple of chronic illnesses, and they 

use capsules to stabilize their health status. Doctors urge the 

circle of relatives contributors have to be extra concerned on 

medicine protection of the patient. Now a day, most of the 

patients can also overlook to take their drug treatments as per 

the prescription due to mental stress. Sometimes, the aged 

patients are gulping tablets and their dosage stage incorrectly 

causing a severe hassle. Henceforth, it's far important to the 

patient to take right drugs at specific quantity and time. 

Technology has an important role to play on this area 

potentially, with digital gadgets prepared with reminder 

functionality. An android application is carried out to expose 

tablet’s every day agenda and pill taking notifications. 

Hence, this Smart Pill Box will provide statistics to the 

affected person to take proper dosage of proper medication on 

the proper time. An extra characteristic of the Smart Pill Box 

is that it has cold storage for capsules that needs to be saved 

under bloodless temperature. The Smart tablet container can 

never move missing because it has an alternative, “Find my 

Box” in its android software. The principal goal of the 

proposed system is to layout a device that gives efficient 

medicine management, getting rid of the dependency of the 

patient on care takers or family members as it has many 

unique capabilities which emphasis on “patients fitness 

monitoring”, for that reason defining the scope. 



 

Objectives: 

 Stress free remainder system to take tablets in time. 

 It is easy to store medicines, especially those medicine 

which must be kept in cold compartment. 

 The box will never go missing. 

 Alert messages which help to take medicines in time. 

 Box asks for refill when the pills in the box are empty by 

sending appropriate message. 

 The box has display and announcement which helps all 

kinds of patient. 
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Future Scope: 

In the future, we hope that the application can be to linked to 

med karts, if the tablets are empty it directly sends a 

prescription message to the med kart in which they can help 

us delivering the prescribed tablets to our door step. Scanning 

of prescription to load the app can be done using image 

processing technology. 

 

Conclusion: 

The proposed system is suitable for all kinds of patients. It 

efficiently controls the time of patients to take medicine. It 

also reduces the ratio that patient misses and delays taking 

medicine. In addition, the box also has a cold storage for few 

precise medicine. If the tablets are empty in the box it sends 

an alert message to refill it. Find field helps in locating the 

box. 

 

 


